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John M

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this gun and Buds super easy to deal with. Thanks 











Jared C

on
12/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had mine for over a year now and am very impressed. Accuracy is good, functionality is flawless no failures to feed or eject. my only complaint is i wish it had adj. sights cause mine shoots 6-8" low at 25 yds or so, but for the price (as compared to other 10mm's on the market) its hard to bitch about it. I do wish EAA offered aftermarket sights though. all in all i wouldnt turn anyone away from these as they are a well built product. 











Jesse C

on
10/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'll start off by saying I love this gun it has become one of my favorite guns to shoot. I new when I ordered it that the review where hit or miss. I have not changed anything on the gun just clean and oiled it when I first got it. I have shot a mix of ammo including my reloads and the gun is super accurate at least for me. I did get the black finish because I heard all the issues with the wonder finish. It does have a large grip and for me with large hands it work out really good someone with small hands would probably have some issues with it. I just wanted to say a few positive things about the gun and share my experience with it. 











Gary H

on
04/26/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Very happy with this purchase. Extremely accurate right out of the box. This is a very well made gun, with good workmanship. It is heavy, especially when compared to a poly frame gun but that makes it extremely comfortable to shoot. 











Scott J

on
03/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Functions great!..replaced the stock recoil spring with a wolf 20#...handles the heavy Underwood ammo 155gr...chrono'd at 1475 fps....Powerhouse rounds! No problem... heck of a value on a heavy hitter. 











Mike N

on
03/12/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The Witness 10mm (model 999200) is undoubtedly one of the finest pistols you will have the pleasure of owning. Out of the box, it is gorgeous! It comes in a Tanfagilo hard case with owner's manual and two cleaning brushes for the barrel. Upon detailed inspection, gun is perfect with no flaws, very close tolerances and as pleasing to hold as it is to look at. After much research, I did buy the conical recoil spring guide rod from Hennings ( http://henningshootsguns.com/shop/upperparts.html), to lessen the impact to the frame seat from the impact of rod base. (The Hennings rod distributes more of the impact to surrounding areas lessening chances for damage). In addition, since I want to shoot full power loads (many loads available today are barely more powerful than a .40 S&W), I obtained a 20lb.Wolf recoil spring from Midway ($7.95). Upon shooting pistol without the 20lb. spring using Private Partizan 180 HPs, pistol was pleasant to shoot (much like a .40 S&W since these are not full power loads). In shooting the hotter ammo (Underwood 180), with the 20lb recoil sprint, it was noticeably tamer in my opinion (also barrel is heavy duty having a feed ramp that adds integrity and strength - better on brass also). Have heard before buying mine that a 10mm using full power ammo was a hand full. With the 999200's steel frame and the 20lb recoil spring, gun is not harsh to shoot and I actually find it very satisfying to shoot! With the 20lb wolf recoil spring installed (do not need to use the accompanying firing pin sprint Wolf sends with recoil spring), pistol was able to shoot off the shelf "dumbed-down" ammo as well as spec-loaded (read - full power) ammo without a single jam or failure to feed (FTF). Accuracy of the 999200 is extremely good and continues to improve as I get more familiar with the pistol and it further breaks-in (currently it is shooting from 3/4" - 1.5" from a rest at 25yds. Don't let a few sensationalized stories on the internet about slide cracks deter you from buying one of the beauties. After extensive research and many hours running these instances down, this is what I found: Several 10mm Witness slides did crack from the result of a batch of slides that were not properly heat treated for hardness. This only occurred in the Wonder-finish (looks metallic like nickel) models with the scalloped looking slides. These have since been discontinued from production and slides have gone back to the more muscular square looking slide found on Tanfaglio's more expensive pistols (Match deluxe). The current iteration is built like a tank and felt VERY solid when shooting full spec ammo. After several hundred rounds of full power ammo, I see NO signs of wear or fatigue anywhere on the pistol. Cleaning is a breeze and the stainless steel barrel looks like a piece of jewelry when removed from the slide. After running several slightly oiled patches through the barrel, it looked like a mirror on the inside! The pistol had very little carbon residue and was cleaned in less than 15 minutes after a slight oiling and wipe-down. One of the cleanest shooting pistols I own! I almost forgot! You will not find the pistol at a better price than at Buds Gun Shop. He has since become my sole source for all my firearm purchases due to their very competitive pricing, free shipping, timely shipment and the always perfect condition firearms arrive in! I enjoyed sharing my experience with my EAA 10mm Tanfaglio Witness (model 999200), and hope you enjoy yours as much as I do mine! 











Rob M

on
02/08/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm a big fan of the 10mm cartridge and this is the fourth addition to my 10mm stable of handguns. I almost hate to admit it but this Witness is more accurate and just as relaible as my beloved S&W 1006 and Glock 20SF, which until now I considered the standards that all other 10mm platforms are compared. My Delta Elite is a beautiful firearm but doesn't measure up in function to the other three. The Witness is well fit, the matte black finish is nice, and again the accurcy exceeds my expectations. All of this and I paid under $400. I feel this is probably the best money I've ever spent on a new semi-auto handgun. 











Hank P

on
01/18/2014




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










I love the way this Witness 10mm shoots! Recoil is not bad at all and I absolutely tore the bullseye out at 5 yards. The gun just feels so solid and the grip, although plastic, feels excellent in the hand. The internals on this gun look like a much more expensive gun's barrel, guide rod and internal fit and finish. Slide to frame fit is also excellent, which is great to see in a gun under $400. The only downgrade I would give is for the external finish, it is thin and mine came with a few small spots where the finish had small marks thru to the steel. As great as this gun feels and shoots, I think it may be worth spending some extra money and having an expert do a cerakote finish on it. The sights were right on and the trigger pull in single action is better than many of my $500-$900 handguns, I love the smoothness. The trigger makes it easy to squeeze off accurate shots. I give the gun a 5 rating and the external finish a 3 rating, so I'd say a 4 rating overall. The gun was ordered on the 12th of Jan and arrived on the 16th......thanks Buds! 











Stephen S

on
12/12/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










so far not bad. finish on the slide is easily scratched, found out when i accidentally lightly bumped the top of the mag against it. Mag only holds 14. all in all not to bad yet, cant wait to fire it to see how she handles 











Stephen S

on
12/12/2013




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










so far not bad. finish on the slide is easily scratched, found out when i accidentally lightly bumped the top of the mag against it. Mag only holds 14. all in all not to bad yet, cant wait to fire it to see how she handles 











William P

on
11/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This Tanfoglio EAA witness 10mm is awesome! I picked mine up today, and after a good cleaning I took it out to the range where it performed flawlessly. I only had 50 rds of Remington 180 gr with me but I had no issues at all. The recoil was very tame, not any more than my .45's, and a lot less than my 40's, as they are small polymer frame handguns. This is a heavy gun so it really absorbs the felt recoil. The Gun was very accurate, but the sights were off a bit, as it was shooting thru the same hole at 7 yds but the impact was slightly low and right? I'm gonna check it again at 25 yds just to make sure the bullet doesn't rise at that distance which would put it on target. I'm not sure what range they sight these in at from the factory. Buds was a little slow shipping for some reason, but it was worth the wait! This is a bargain , I wish I could buy another and I highly recommend this gun to anyone interested in 10 mm. I have three CZ handguns and this witness is very similar in design and function! Just a bit smaller than my CZ 97 b, and it feels excellent in the hand! 











Harold F

on
11/10/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Received mine last week and it runs like a Swiss watch! I shot several magazines full of both PPU 180 gr. JHP (10mm Lite) and Underwood 135 gr. JHP (full-strength) without a single glitch. Many gunboards really knock this handgun...I suppose most comments are from jealous Glock #20 owners since the Witness clearly is a superior pistol...and far less expensive. The heavy steel frame on this Witness really tames the recoil and in fact, even the full-strength loads from Underwood felt considerably less than a .357 Magnum in a 4" revolver. EAA only gives you 1 magazine so run over to Midway and you can pick them up for only $25. I also instgalled a 22# recoil spring from Wolff Gunsprings which really tamed the recoil and kept the pistol from beating itself to death with these heavy 10mm Auto loads. The photo that buds uses is all washed out...the actual pistol is a dark blue and seems quite wearable. I've purchased several firearms and I don't bloviate on these reviews. Buds service is superb and this particular pistol is simply a work of art. Case in point is the fit & finish...this gun has the best DA & SA trigger of any standard handgun I've ever purchased (light pull, no creep, crisp let off). The slide-to-frame has absolutely no wiggle. The ramped breech slides the cartridges into the tight chamber without a hitch. And unlike many semi-autos these days, the chamber supports the head very nicely. The 10mm Auto cartridge can't be chambered in most handguns these days due to the high SAMMI pressure of 37,500 psi but this Witness handles them with ease...absolutely no "Glock Smiles" (case head bulges) even with the Underwood ammo. Oh yes, as an added bonus, mine chronographed the Underwood ammo at 1699 fps (supposed to be 1600 fps) which works out to a whopping 865' lbs. of energy. This is definitely a man-stopper. I'm saving my money for another one. Thanks Buds!!! 











David A

on
08/24/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I'm very happy with the gun so far. I've shot FED AMERICAN EAGLE AND HPR 200gr no malfunctions so far. The gun feels good and shoots to point of aim. Buds service was great and shipping was fast. 











Bruce H

on
07/28/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










So far so good. Only 50rds American Eagle without any problem. Shooting low and right but reserving judgement until I get some proper full power 10mm loads and a stronger recoil spring just in case. Took one star off for the finish. Doesn't seem very durable. Wish I could have found the wonder finish version. Ergonomics: Heavy but feels GREAT in the hand. Its a handful but not nearly as bad as a Glock20. The more I handle it, the more I love this firearm. Planned upgrades - maybe adjustable sight if different ammo doesn't help, stronger recoil spring for full power ammo, and caliber conversion kits which are the main reason for buying. Magazines are listed as 15rds but good luck after loading 13. 











Marc P

on
06/26/2013




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










First off, if you're reading this, you should be aware that aftermarket slide springs are in order. I replaced mine, 20#, as soon as I got it. This gun is just a lot of fun to shoot! My sights were WAY OFF, so I purchased another back sight that allows me to adjust for both windage and elevation. I tried 6 handloads and two factory self defense types. My handloads were a whole lot hotter, just under 1200 ft/sec. The finish of this gun is advertised as being blued. I was disappointed at the thin, easily marred finish that this gun wears. I am having the gun stripped to bare steel and polished to a mirror finish. Grips are plastic and feel cheap, so I covered them in a high quality grip tape..to be replaced entirely..eventually. Function was superior, no issues to speak of. I found myself wanting to fire it again and again, even though the sites are off! Nice trigger, a little long on the reset, but not terrible. No regrets here, I just have to build this gun up to meet my expectations. If you're expecting a $450 gun to mimic a $1200 one, move on. However, it is an excellent base to build a custom gun to your liking!! 











Mark G

on
05/11/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First, Buds was great. Very easy to order and despite the craziness in the market, my gun was shipped in two days and I had it in four days. Gun and box were in perfect condition. EAA ships with lots of heavy oil, so a serious cleaning is in order before using. Fit on the gun was good. Finish was acceptable, but lots of sharp edges that should have been buffed out before bluing. The other good news is that my local gunshop had plenty of 10mm American Eagle, though they seem to be out of almost everything else. Range report: Loaded, this thing feels as heavy as a Ruger GP 100. The weight difference between the Witness and my CZ-75B is very noticeable. That said, it is well balanced and that weight really soaks up the recoil. Had a few problems with trigger reset at first, but these went away around 100 rounds. My accuracy was as good as my CZ, it is a natural point and easy to shoot. It is big. I wear men’s large gloves and I’m really glad my hand is no smaller. I wouldn’t recommend this for anyone with a hand size smaller than a men’s medium. Had one FTF in the first hundred rounds, none sense. Both the trigger reset and FTE seemed to be a break-in issue and have now disappeared. None of the feed problems I’ve read about elsewhere. Absolutely no FTEs, though this gun hurls brass about 25 feet. Never seen a handgun throw brass so far. As I reload, I was disappointed at how much brass I lost as a result of this. Got a 20lb Wolff spring from Midway, which works fine, no FTEs, but it still hurls the brass. Bottom line: If you have good sized hands and want a fun to shoot high powered pistol, I’ll recommend this one. It isn’t a good carry gun because of the weight and I still prefer a shotgun for home defense, but it would be a great choice if you fish or hike in bear country. plus you could use it for some hunting. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat
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Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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